this standard specifies the security technology capability which the cloud service provider shall possess when providing cloud computing service for specific
customer in a socialized method this standard is applicable to the security management of cloud computing service used by government departments and may
also serve as reference for the cloud computing service used by key industries and other enterprises and institutions it is also applicable to guide the cloud
service provider to establish secure cloud computing platform and provide secure cloud computing service this standard specifies the basic principles methods
and process this standard applies to conformance testing between science and technology resources general science and technology infrastructure standards
and relevant standards this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th pacific rim conference on artificial intelligence pricai 2014 held in gold coast
 queensland australia in december 2014 the 74 full papers and 20 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 203
submissions the topics include inference reasoning robotics social intelligence ai foundations applications of ai agents bayesian networks neural networks
markov networks bioinformatics cognitive systems constraint satisfaction data mining and knowledge discovery decision theory evolutionary computation games
and interactive entertainment heuristics knowledge acquisition and ontology knowledge representation machine learning multimodal interaction natural language
processing planning and scheduling probabilistic examining the green party taiwan gpt since its establishment through the aftermath of the most recent national
elections in january 2020 this book focuses on taiwan s most important movement party over the last two and a half decades despite its limited electoral impact
its leaders have played a critical role in a range of social movements including anti nuclear and lgbt rights campaigns plotting the party s evolution in electoral
politics as well as its engagement with the global green movement this volume analyses key patterns of party change in electoral campaign appeals
organisation and its human face the second half of the volume concentrates on explaining both the party s electoral impact and why the party has adjusted
ideologically and organisationally over time based on a wide range of material collected including focus groups interviews and political communication data the
research relies heavily on analysis of campaign material and the voices of party activists and also considers other green parties such as the splinter trees party
and gpt social democratic alliance applying a wide range of theoretical frameworks to plot and explain small party development this book will appeal both to
students and scholars of taiwan s politics and civil society but also to readers with an interest in small parties and particularly environmental parties and
movements in 2014 the global economic system celebrates two anniversaries seventy years ago on 22 july 1944 at brenton woods new hampshire the articles of
agreement of the international monetary fund imf and the articles of agreement of the international bank for reconstruction and development worldbank were
adopted since then the global financial and monetary system underwent significant policy changes but the institutional framework remained the same more
recently twenty years ago on 15 april 1994 the final act of the uruguay round of multilateral trade negotiations was signed and its key component the agreement
establishing the world trade organization entered into force on 1 january 1995 even though the beginning of the multilateral trading system dates back to the late
1940s the founding of the wto constitutes a significant institutional reform which marks the beginning of a new era anniversaries are usually moments of
celebration however even a superficial observer will notice that neither the current international financial and monetary regime nor the international trade regime
is in a stage which invites celebration instead both are facing difficult and fundamental challenges to their very existence from the outside but also from within so
while there may be no time to celebrate anniversaries are also often used for reflection about the past and the future hence eyiel 5 2014 considers these two
anniversaries ample moments to reflect on the legacy and the current status of the main two pillars of international economic law in its part one part two of eyiel
5 2014 brings together contributions on the eu s deep trade agenda on current approaches to the international investment regime in south america on the
multilayered system of regional economic integration in west africa and on the tripartite free trade area as well as on india and her trade agreements part three
contains treatises of developments in the world customs organization the world intellectual property organization and in international investment law after the book reviews in part four eyiel 5 2014 is complemented with an annex containing the case on exchange rate manipulation and crisis caused guarantees to financial institutions and the best submissions of the 11th emc2 elsa wto moot court competition of the harvard team for the complainant and the leuven team for the respondent the case not only addresses issues of current interest but also links the subjects of our two special focusses nicely together an important contribution to the emerging body of research based knowledge about english grammar this volume presents empirical studies along with syntheses and overviews of previous and ongoing work on the teaching and learning of grammar for learners of english as a second foreign language it explores a variety of approaches including form focused instruction content and language integration corpus based lexicogrammatical approaches and social perspectives on grammar instruction nine chapter authors are priority research grant or doctoral dissertation grant awardees from the international research foundation for english language education tif and four overview chapters are written by well known experts in english language education each research chapter addresses issues that motivated the research the context of the research data collection and analysis findings and discussion and implications for practice policy and future research the tif sponsored research was made possible by a generous gift from betty azar this book honors her contributions to the field and recognizes her generosity in collaborating with tif to support research on english grammar teaching and learning english grammar is the second volume in the global research on teaching and learning english series co published by routledge and tif in the spring of 2014 the sunflower movement s three week occupation of the legislative yuan brought taiwan back to international media attention it was the culmination of a series of social movements that had been growing in strength since 2008 and have become even more salient since the spring of 2014 social movements in taiwan have emerged as a powerful new actor that needs to be understood alongside those players that have dominated the literature such as political parties local factions taishang china and the united states this book offers readers an introduction to the development of these social movements in taiwan by examining a number of important movement case studies that focus on the post 2008 period the return of the kuomintang kmt to power radically changed the political environment for taiwan s civil society and so the book considers how social activists responded to this new political opportunity structure the case chapters are based on extensive fieldwork and are written by authors from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds and methodological approaches in some cases authors combine being both academics and activists themselves together the chapters focus on a number of core issues providing the book with four key aims firstly it investigates the roots of the movements and considers how to best explain their emergence Secondly it examines the development trajectories of these movements thirdly it looks at the best way to explain their impact and development patterns and finally it assesses their overall impact questioning whether they can be regarded as successes or failures covering a unique range of social movement cases the book will be of interest to students and researchers interested in taiwanese society and politics as well as social movements and civil society this document provides the comprehensive list of chinese national standards category gb t gb t this document provides the comprehensive list of chinese national standards and industry standards total 17 000 standards stephen turner has produced a large and varied body of work on core issues in the philosophy of social science which is deeply engaged with its history this book presents a critical review by distinguished scholars together with his response civil society is a loaded concept in russia during the soviet period the voices that heralded civil society were the same ones that demanded the union s dissolution so for the kremlin civil society is not the guarantor of democracy but a force that has the power to end governments this book looks at how civil society negotiates power on a global stage under russia s authoritarian regime and in a particularly isolated and remote part of the world within environmental activism around lake baikal in siberia more than a mile deep lake baikal is the oldest deepest and most voluminous lake on the earth and home to thousands of endemic species it is also ecologically unique in that it is oxygenated to its maximum depth and supports life even at the lake floor a phenomenon occurring nowhere else on the planet the lake is not just a natural wonder but home to a strong environmentalist community that works tirelessly to protect the lake from human harm environmentalism at baikal began in the late 1950s eventually igniting the first national protest in the ussr they have remained active in some form ever since across the years of chaos instability and crisis from the opening of russia to the forces of globalization to the authoritarianism of putin in the present this book examines the struggle of baikal environmentalists to develop a new understanding of civil society under conditions of globalization and authoritarianism through extended historically informed ethnographic
analysis kate pride brown argues that civil society is engaged with political and economic elites in a dynamic struggle within a field of power understanding the field of power helps to explain a number of contradictions for example why does civil society seem to both bolster democracy and threaten it why do capitalist corporations and environmental organizations form partnerships despite their general hostility toward each other and why has democracy proven to be so elusive in russia the field of power posits new answers to these questions as baikal environmental activists struggle to protect and save their sacred sea analysing developments in digital technologies and institutional changes this book provides an overview of the current frenetic state of transformation within the global automobile industry an ongoing transition brought about by the relocation of marketing design and production centres to emerging economies and experimentation with new mobility systems such as electrical autonomous vehicles this process poses the question as to how original equipment manufacturers oems and newcomers can remain competitive and ensure sustainability with contributions from specialists in the automobile sector this collection examines the shifts in power and geographical location occurring in the industry and outlines the key role that public policy has in generating innovation in entrepreneurial states offering useful insights into the challenges facing emerging economies in their attempts to grow within the automobile industry this book will provide valuable reading for those researching internationalization and emerging markets business strategy and more specifically the automotive industry an exploration of criminal trajectories placing them in a developmental context over the past several years notions of developmental trajectories particularly criminal trajectories have taken hold as important areas of investigation for researchers interested in the longitudinal study of crime this accessible volume presents the first full length overview of criminal trajectories as a concept and methodology and makes the case for a developmental approach to the topic the volume shows how a developmental perspective is important from a practical standpoint helping to inform the design of prevention and early intervention programs to forestall the onset of antisocial and criminal activity particularly when it begins in childhood crime in this view does not suit a one size fits all model there are different types of criminals who develop as the result of different types of developmental factors and experiences by considering what risk factors may set the stage for later crimes in certain circumstances the authors argue that we may be able to intervene at any point along the life course and if addressed early enough prevent criminal behavior from taking root criminal trajectories offers a comprehensive synthesis of the findings from numerous criminal trajectory studies presented through a multi disciplinary lens it addresses the policy and practice implications of these findings for the criminal justice system including a critique of current sentencing and incarceration practices and presents twelve recommendations informed by developmental frameworks for future work for a greener world presents a structured discussion on how to measure the economic and financial dimensions of climate change it combines economic theory and analysis with real world examples of how climate data can be constructed for different country settings based on existing climate science and economic data the book identifies important climate data gaps as well as practical and innovative approaches to close many of these gaps the book discusses how to track greenhouse gas emission by production and consumption chapters 1 2 which lead to physical risks chapters 3 4 and transition risks chapters 5 7 and concludes with cross border implications of climate risks chapters 8 9 the book also showcases a collaboration of seven international organizations european central bank eurostat international energy agency international monetary fund organisation for economic cooperation and development world bank and world trade organization chapter contributions come from leading practitioners and experts in the fields of energy and climate change issues this volume also serves as a reference guide for the imf s climate change indicators dashboard and future research in this area this book is an invitation to delve into the world of game based learning to understand the many facets that make games a truly interesting and effective tool to teach and train in the 21st century it includes nine chapters which were initially presented at the igbl conference a conference held throughout ireland where researchers practitioners students and other stakeholders meet and share their interest in games and education these chapters touch on some very important topics including games for health formal education poetry and games science teaching through mobile games relaxation with gaming devices and accounting for disabilities with handheld devices together these chapters illustrate the advancements in the field of game based learning the challenges faced by developers and educators as well as the opportunities that this medium can offer each chapter is written with practicality in mind in an effort to provide the reader with both a solid theoretical approach and background coupled to some practical guidelines and suggestions that can be applied easily this groundbreaking resource presents a wealth of findings and
perspectives previously unseen in the LGBT literature. Its focus on psychological, sociopolitical, and care delivery issues affecting LGBT elders reveals both the nuanced interplay between diverse sources of identity and multiple sources of stigma and discrimination. Specific chapters highlight challenges and resiliences impacting subpopulations, such as racial groups, veterans, immigrants, examining employment and advocacy issues. Discuss later life concerns in context and offer guidelines for relevant ethical practice. Contributors represent a wide range of fields from psychiatry, gerontology, public health, and social work, highlighting the scope and needs of this diverse and complex population among the topics in the handbook. Family relationships of older LGBT adults, the intersection of identities, race, age, sexuality, and care. Network bisexuality is an invisible community among LGBT elders, implications of the Supreme Court ruling on same-sex marriage. No money, no work, and you're old disabilities among LGBT elders, responses of medicine, public health, rehabilitation, and social work. Handbook of LGBT elders is an essential reference for mental health professionals, psychologists, and social workers who work with the LGBT community. The book is organized around issues that researchers interested in the LGBT community and aging. The volume represents presentations given at the 86th annual meeting of the Psychometric Society held virtually on July 19-23, 2021. About 500 individuals contributed paper presentations, symposia, poster presentations, pre-conference workshops, keynote presentations, and invited presentations. Since the 77th meeting, Springer has published the conference proceedings volume from this annual meeting. To allow presenters to share their work and ideas with the wider research community while still undergoing a thorough review process, this proceedings covers a diverse set of psychometric topics including item response theory, Bayesian models, reliability, longitudinal measures, and cognitive diagnostic models. The book brings together twelve original contributions by leading scholars on the much-debated issues of what is free will and how we exercise it in a world governed by laws of nature. It challenges perceptions of the laws of nature in relation to whether they may or may not be game changers in how we think about both free will and the laws of nature. The volume presents the views of a range of international experts on these issues and aims at providing the reader with novel approaches.
philosophy the target audience is composed by academics and scholars who are interested in an original and contemporary approach to these long debated issues. Chapters 2 and 4 are available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license via link.springer.com. Should we stay or should we go? Millions of parents with children in public schools can't believe they're asking this question, but they are, and you should be asking it too. Almost overnight America's public schools have become morally toxic and they are especially poisonous for the hearts and minds of children from religious families of every faith. Ordinary families who value traditional morality and plain old common sense parents first duty is to their children to their intellect, their character, their souls. The facts on the ground point to one conclusion get out now! One of the most interesting debates in moral philosophy revolves around the significance of empirical moral psychology for moral philosophy. Genealogical arguments that rely on empirical findings about the origins of moral beliefs so-called debunking arguments take center stage in this debate looking at debunking arguments based on evidence from evolutionary moral psychology, experimental ethics, and neuroscience. This book explores what ethicists can learn from the science of morality, and what they cannot, among other things. The book offers a new take on the deontology-utilitarianism debate. Discusses the usefulness of experiments in ethics. Investigates whether morality should be thought of as a problem-solving device. Shows how debunking arguments can tell us something about the structure of philosophical debate and argues that debunking arguments lead to both moral and prudential skepticism. Presenting a new picture of the relationship between empirical moral psychology and moral philosophy this book is essential reading for moral philosophers and moral psychologists alike. This book analyzes the specifics of corporate governance of China's state-owned enterprises, SOEs, and their assessment under EU merger control which is reflected in the EU Commission's screening of the notified economic concentrations guided by the going global policy and the belt and road initiative. Chinese SOEs have expanded their global presence considerably driven by the need to acquire cutting-edge technologies and other industrial policy considerations. Chinese SOEs have engaged in a series of corporate acquisitions in Europe. The main objective of this book is to demonstrate the conceptual and regulatory challenges of applying traditional merger assessment tools in cases involving Chinese SOEs due to the specifics in their corporate governance and the regulatory framework under which they operate in China. The book also explores the connection between the challenges experienced by the merger control regimes in the EU and the recent introduction of the EU foreign direct investment screening framework. Followed by a proposal concerning foreign subsidies. The book will be a useful guide for academics and researchers in the fields of law international relations, political science, and political economy. Legal practitioners dealing with cross-border mergers and acquisitions, national competition authorities, and other public bodies carrying out merger control policy makers, government officials, and diplomats in China and the EU engaged in bilateral economic relations. The rising reliance on testing in American education and for licensure and certification has been accompanied by an escalation in cheating on tests at all levels. Edited by two of the foremost experts on the subject, the handbook of quantitative methods for detecting cheating on tests offers a comprehensive compendium of increasingly sophisticated data forensics used to investigate whether or not cheating has occurred. Written for practitioners, testing professionals, and scholars in testing measurement and experts on the subject. The handbook of quantitative methods for detecting cheating on tests offers a comprehensive compendium of increasingly sophisticated data forensics used to investigate whether or not cheating has occurred. Written for practitioners, testing professionals, and scholars in testing measurement and assessment this volume builds on the claim that statistical evidence often requires less of an inferential leap to conclude that cheating has taken place than do other more common sources of evidence. This book is organized into sections that roughly correspond to the kinds of threats to fair testing represented by different forms of cheating in section i the editors outline the fundamentals and significance of cheating and they introduce the common datasets to which chapter authors cheating detection methods were applied. Contributors describe in section ii methods for identifying cheating in terms of increasingly sophisticated methods. The handbook of quantitative methods for detecting cheating on tests offers a comprehensive compendium of increasingly sophisticated data forensics used to investigate whether or not cheating has occurred. Written for practitioners, testing professionals, and scholars in testing measurement and assessment this volume builds on the claim that statistical evidence often requires less of an inferential leap to conclude that cheating has taken place than do other more common sources of evidence. This book is organized into sections that roughly correspond to the kinds of threats to fair testing represented by different forms of cheating in section i. The editors outline the fundamentals and significance of cheating and they introduce the common datasets to which chapter authors, cheating detection methods were applied. Contributors describe in section ii methods for identifying cheating in terms of increasingly sophisticated methods.
provides case studies of community engagement civil action and governance international case studies bring together contrasting approaches in areas with diverging political directions or intentions the constraints of laws and the importance of people power by pursuing an interdisciplinary approach this book produces an information base for academics practitioners politicians and activists alike thus contributing to a fairer political debate that helps to promote more democratic environments that are sustainable equitable comfortable and healthier new frontiers in astrobiology presents a simple and concise overview of the emerging field of astrobiology astrobiology studies the evolution origin and future of life on earth and beyond this book provides a brief overview of the current research and future status of this fascinating field the book covers a wide range of topics from the history of astrobiology the big bang prebiotic chemistry theories of the origin of life extreme environments on earth and the quest for intelligent life in space currently there is a critical gap in knowledge related to the future scope of astrobiology and its applications in science and society the hallmark of the book is that it takes critical perspectives to analyze the new frontiers in astrobiology post mars 2020 exomars missions that encompass the latest developments in the detection of biosignatures and habitability beyond our solar system exomoons exoplanets the book will be a valuable resource for students researchers and scientists who seek greater insights into understanding the current status and future of astrobiology explores the background and historical developments in astrobiology provides concise cutting edge reviews on fundamental questions on origin and distribution of life on earth habitability beyond earth and future of life on earth integrates contemporary and critical views in new frontiers in astrobiology this book seeks to demonstrate the significance of ancestor christology in african christianity for christological developments in world christianity ancestor christology has developed in the process of an african conversion story of appropriating the mystery of christ eph 3 4 in the category of ancestors logos christology in early christian history developed as an intricate byproduct in the conversion process of turning hellenistic ideas towards the direction of christ a f walls hellenistic christian writers and modern african christian writers thus share some things in common and when their efforts are examined within the conversion process framework there are discernible modes of engagement the mode of logos christology that one finds in origen for example is an innovative application of the understanding of jesus christ as logos incarnate a new key but not discontinuous with the johannine suggestive mode or the clarificatory mode of justin martyr african ancestor christology is at the threshold of an innovative mode and the argument this book makes is that this strand of african christology should be pursued in the indigenous languages aided by respective translated bibles a suggested way is a logos ancestor nanas?m discourse in akan christianity presents a comprehensive reference to astronomy and space exploration with articles on space technology astronauts stars planets key theories and laws and more
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this standard specifies the security technology capability which the cloud service provider shall possess when providing cloud computing service for specific customer in a socialized method this standard is applicable to the security management of cloud computing service used by government departments and may also serve as reference for the cloud computing service used by key industries and other enterprises and institutions it is also applicable to guide the cloud service provider to establish secure cloud computing platform and provide secure cloud computing service
this standard specifies the basic principles methods and process this standard applies to conformance testing between science and technology resources general science and technology infrastructure standards and relevant standards

PRICAi 2014: Trends in Artificial Intelligence

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th pacific rim conference on artificial intelligence pricai 2014 held in gold coast queensland australia in december 2014 the 74 full papers and 20 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 203 submissions the topics include inference reasoning robotics social intelligence ai foundations applications of ai agents bayesian networks neural networks markov networks bioinformatics cognitive systems constraint satisfaction data mining and knowledge discovery decision theory evolutionary computation games and interactive entertainment heuristics knowledge acquisition and ontology knowledge representation machine learning multimodal interaction natural language processing planning and scheduling probabilistic

Taiwan's Green Parties

examining the green party taiwan gpt since its establishment through the aftermath of the most recent national elections in january 2020 this book focuses on taiwan's most important movement party over the last two and a half decades despite its limited electoral impact its leaders have played a critical role in a range of social movements including anti nuclear and lgbt rights campaigns plotting the party's evolution in electoral politics as well as its engagement with the global green movement this volume analyses key patterns of party change in electoral campaign appeals organisation and its human face the second half of the volume concentrates on explaining both the party's electoral impact and why the party has adjusted ideologically and organisationally over time based on a wide range of material collected including focus groups interviews and
political communication data the research relies heavily on analysis of campaign material and the voices of party activists and also considers other green parties such as the splinter trees party and gpt social democratic alliance applying a wide range of theoretical frameworks to plot and explain small party development this book will appeal both to students and scholars of taiwan's politics and civil society but also to readers with an interest in small parties and particularly environmental parties and movements
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in 2014 the global economic system celebrates two anniversaries seventy years ago on 22 july 1944 at breton woods new hampshire the articles of agreement of the international monetary fund imf and the articles of agreement of the international bank for reconstruction and development worldbank were adopted since then the global financial and monetary system underwent significant policy changes but the institutional framework remained the same more recently twenty years ago on 15 april 1994 the final act of the uruguay round of multilateral trade negotiations was signed and its key component the agreement establishing the world trade organization entered into force on 1 january 1995 even though the beginning of the multilateral trading system dates back to the late 1940s the founding of the wto constitutes a significant institutional reform which marks the beginning of a new era anniversaries are usually moments of celebration however even a superficial observer will notice that neither the current international financial and monetary regime nor the international trade regime is in a stage which invites celebration instead both are facing difficult and fundamental challenges to their very existence from the outside but also from within so while there may be no time to celebrate anniversaries are also often used for reflection about the past and the future hence eyiel 5 2014 considers these two anniversaries ample moments to reflect on the legacy and the current status of the main two pillars of international economic law in its part one part two of eyiel 5 2014 brings together contributions on the eu's deep trade agenda on current approaches to the international investment regime in south america on the multilayered system of regional economic integration in west africa and on the tripartite free trade area as well as on india and her trade agreements part three contains treatises of developments in the world customs organization the world intellectual property organization and in international investment law after the book reviews in part four eyiel 5 2014 is complemented with an annex containing the case on exchange rate manipulation and crisis caused guarantees to financial institutions and the best submissions of the 11th emc2 elsa wto moot court competition of the harvard team for the complainant and the leuven team for the respondent the case not only addresses issues of current interest but also links the subjects of our two special focusses nicely together

Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2014
an important contribution to the emerging body of research based knowledge about English grammar, this volume presents empirical studies along with syntheses and overviews of previous and ongoing work on the teaching and learning of grammar for learners of English as a second foreign language. It explores a variety of approaches including form-focused instruction, content and language integration, corpus-based lexicogrammatical approaches, and social perspectives on grammar instruction. Nine chapter authors are priority research grant or doctoral dissertation grant awardees from the International Research Foundation for English Language Education (TIRF) and four overview chapters are written by well-known experts in English language education. Each research chapter addresses issues that motivated the research, the context of the research, data collection and analysis, findings, and implications for practice, policy, and future research. The TIRF-sponsored research was made possible by a generous gift from Betty Azar. This book honors her contributions to the field and recognizes her generosity in collaborating with TIRF to support research on English grammar teaching and learning. English Grammar is the second volume in the Global Research on Teaching and Learning English series, co-published by Routledge and TIRF.
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In the spring of 2014, the Sunflower Movement’s three-week occupation of the Legislative Yuan brought Taiwan back to international media attention. It was the culmination of a series of social movements that had been growing in strength since 2008 and have become even more salient since the spring of 2014. Social movements in Taiwan have emerged as a powerful new actor that needs to be understood alongside those players that have dominated the literature, such as political parties, local factions, Taishang China, and the United States. This book offers readers an introduction to the development of these social movements by examining a number of important movement case studies that focus on the post-2008 period. The return of the Kuomintang (KMT) to power radically changed the political environment for Taiwan’s civil society, and so the book considers how social activists responded to this new political opportunity. The case chapters are based on extensive fieldwork and are written by authors from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds and methodological approaches. In some cases, authors combine being both academics and activists. The chapters focus on a number of core issues, providing the book with four key aims: firstly, it investigates the roots of the movements and considers how to best explain their emergence; secondly, it examines the development trajectories of these movements; thirdly, it looks at the best way to explain their impact and development patterns; and finally, it assesses their overall impact, questioning whether they can be regarded as successes or failures. Covering a unique range of social movement cases, the book will be of interest to students and researchers interested in Taiwanese society and politics as well as social movements and civil society.
Taiwan's Social Movements under Ma Ying-jeou
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this document provides the comprehensive list of chinese national standards category gb gb t gbt
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this document provides the comprehensive list of chinese national standards and industry standards total 17 000 standards
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stephen turner has produced a large and varied body of work on core issues in the philosophy of social science which is deeply engaged with its history this book presents a critical review by distinguished scholars together with his response
Stephen Turner and the Philosophy of the Social
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civil society is a loaded concept in Russia during the Soviet period. The voices that heralded civil society were the same ones that demanded the Union's dissolution. So for the Kremlin, civil society is not the guarantor of democracy but a force that has the power to end governments. This book looks at how civil society negotiates power on a global stage under Russia's authoritarian regime and in a particularly isolated and remote part of the world: environmental activism around Lake Baikal in Siberia. More than a mile deep, Lake Baikal is the oldest, deepest, and most voluminous lake on Earth and home to thousands of endemic species. It is also ecologically unique in that it is oxygenated to its maximum depth and supports life even at the lake floor. A phenomenon occurring nowhere else on the planet. The lake is not just a natural wonder but home to a strong environmentalist community that works tirelessly to protect the lake from human harm. Environmentalism at Baikal began in the late 1950s, eventually igniting the first national protest in the USSR. They have remained active in some form ever since. Across the years of chaos, instability, and crisis from the opening of Russia to the forces of globalization, the authoritarianism of Putin. In the present, this book examines the struggle of Baikal environmentalists to develop a new understanding of civil society under conditions of globalization and authoritarianism through extended historically informed ethnographic analysis. Kate Pride Brown argues that civil society is engaged with political and economic elites in a dynamic struggle. Understanding the field of power helps to explain a number of contradictions: for example, why does civil society seem to both bolster democracy and threaten it? Why do capitalist corporations and environmental organizations form partnerships despite their general hostility toward each other? And why has democracy proven to be so elusive in Russia? The field of power posits new answers to these questions as Baikal environmental activists struggle to protect and save their sacred sea.

Saving the Sacred Sea
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Analysing developments in digital technologies and institutional changes, this book provides an overview of the current frenetic state of transformation within the global automobile industry. An ongoing transition brought about by the relocation of marketing, design, and production centres to emerging economies and experimentation with new mobility systems such as electrical autonomous vehicles. This process poses the question as to how original equipment manufacturers, OEMs, and newcomers can remain competitive and ensure sustainability with contributions from specialists in the automobile sector. This collection examines the shifts in power and geographical location occurring in the industry.
outlines the key role that public policy has in generating innovation in entrepreneurial states offering useful insights into the challenges facing emerging economies in their attempts to grow within the automobile industry this book will provide valuable reading for those researching internationalization and emerging markets business strategy and more specifically the automotive industry
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an exploration of criminal trajectories placing them in a developmental context over the past several years notions of developmental trajectories particularly criminal trajectories have taken hold as important areas of investigation for researchers interested in the longitudinal study of crime this accessible volume presents the first full length overview of criminal trajectories as a concept and methodology and makes the case for a developmental approach to the topic the volume shows how a developmental perspective is important from a practical standpoint helping to inform the design of prevention and early intervention programs to forestall the onset of antisocial and criminal activity particularly when it begins in childhood crime in this view does not suit a one size fits all model there are different types of criminals who develop as the result of different types of developmental factors and experiences by considering what risk factors may set the stage for later crimes in certain circumstances the authors argue that we may be able to intervene at any point along the life course and if addressed early enough prevent criminal behavior from taking root criminal trajectories offers a comprehensive synthesis of the findings from numerous criminal trajectory studies presented through a multi disciplinary lens it addresses the policy and practice implications of these findings for the criminal justice system including a critique of current sentencing and incarceration practices and presents twelve recommendations informed by developmental frameworks for future work
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data for a greener world presents a structured discussion on how to measure the economic and financial dimensions of climate change. It combines economic theory and analysis with real-world examples of how climate data can be constructed for different country settings based on existing climate science and economic data. The book identifies important climate data gaps as well as practical and innovative approaches to close many of these gaps. The book discusses how to track greenhouse gas emission by production and consumption (chapters 1 and 2) which lead to physical risks (chapters 3 and 4) and transition risks (chapters 5 and 7), and concludes with cross-border implications of climate risks (chapters 8 and 9). The book also showcases a collaboration of seven international organizations: European Central Bank, Eurostat, International Energy Agency, International Monetary Fund, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, World Bank, and World Trade Organization. Chapter contributions come from leading practitioners and experts in the fields of energy and climate change issues. This volume also serves as a reference guide for the IMF's climate change indicators dashboard and future research in this area.


2015

This book is an invitation to delve into the world of game-based learning to understand the many facets that make games a truly interesting and effective tool to teach and train in the 21st century. It includes nine chapters which were initially presented at the IGBL conference, a conference held throughout Ireland where researchers, practitioners, students, and other stakeholders meet and share their interest in games and education. These chapters touch on some very important topics including games for health, formal education, poetry and games, science teaching through mobile games, relaxation with gaming devices, and accounting for disabilities with handheld devices. Together, these chapters illustrate the advancements in the field of game-based learning. The challenges faced by developers and educators as well as the opportunities that this medium can offer each chapter is written with practicality in mind in an effort to provide the reader with both a solid theoretical approach and background coupled to some practical guidelines and suggestions that can be applied easily.

Criminal Trajectories
this groundbreaking resource presents a wealth of findings and perspectives previously unseen in the LGBT literature. Its focus on psychological, sociopolitical, and care delivery issues affecting LGBT elders reveals both the nuanced interplay between diverse sources of identity and multiple sources of stigma and discrimination. Specific chapters highlight challenges and resiliencies impacting subpopulations, e.g., racial groups, veterans, and immigrants. The handbook examines employment and advocacy issues, discusses later life concerns in context, and offers guidelines for relevant ethical practice. Contributors represent a wide range of fields from psychiatry and gerontology to public health and public policy, reflecting the scope and needs of this diverse and complex population. Among the topics in the handbook are family relationships of older LGBT adults, the intersection of identities, race, age, sexuality, and care network; bisexuality, an invisible community among LGBT elders; implications of the Supreme Court ruling on same-sex marriage; no money, no work, and you're old; disabilities among LGBT elders; responses of medicine, public health, rehabilitation, and social work. Handbook of LGBT Elders is an essential reference for mental health professionals, psychologists, and social workers who work with the LGBT community and the elderly, as well as researchers interested in the LGBT community and aging.

25ans 2019?10?? ?????

2019-08-28

The volume represents presentations given at the 86th annual meeting of the Psychometric Society held virtually on July 19-23, 2021. About 500 individuals contributed paper presentations, symposiums, poster presentations, pre-conference workshops, keynote presentations, and invited presentations. Since the 77th meeting, Springer has published the conference proceedings volume from this annual meeting to allow presenters to share their work and ideas with the wider research community while still undergoing a thorough review process. This proceedings covers a diverse set of psychometric topics, including item response theory, Bayesian models, reliability, longitudinal measures, and cognitive diagnostic models.

Data for a Greener World

2023-03-15

why the university should focus on community. An enlightening interpretation of Wendell Berry's philosophy for the pursuit of a holistic higher education. Publishers weekly prominent author and cultural critic Wendell Berry is well known for his contributions to agrarianism and...
environmentalism but his commentary on education has received comparatively little attention yet berry has been eloquently unmasking america s cultural obsession with restless mobility for decades arguing that it causes damage to both the land and the character of our communities the education system he maintains plays a central role in this obsession inculcating in students minds the american dream of moving up and moving on drawing on berry s essays fiction and poetry jack r baker and jeffrey bilbro illuminate the influential thinker s vision for higher education in this path breaking study each chapter begins with an examination of one of berry s fictional narratives and then goes on to consider how the passage inspires new ways of thinking about the university s mission throughout baker and bilbro argue that instead of training students to live in their careers universities should educate students to inhabit and serve their places the authors also offer practical suggestions for how students teachers and administrators might begin implementing these ideas baker and bilbro conclude that institutions guided by berry s vision might cultivate citizens who can begin the work of healing their communities graduates who have been educated for responsible membership in a family a community or a polity

Game-Based Learning

2014-06-26

qualitative methods in social work research provides accessible how to instruction for carrying out rigorous qualitative research deborah k padgett s thoroughly revised third edition offers a comprehensive introduction to qualitative methods based on six major approaches ethnography grounded theory case study narrative phenomenological and participatory action research readers will appreciate the book s ease of use friendly writing style and helpful cases examples that combine attention to methodological rigor with pragmatic concerns for real world relevance
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this book brings together twelve original contributions by leading scholars on the much debated issues of what is free will and how can we exercise it in a world governed by laws of nature which conception of laws of nature best fits with how we conceive of free will and which constraints does our conception of the laws of nature place on how we think of free will the metaphysics of causation and the metaphysics of dispositions are also explored in this edited volume in relation to whether they may or may not be game changers in how we think about both free will and the laws of nature the volume presents the views of a range of international experts on these issues and aims at providing the reader with novel approaches to a core problem in philosophy the target audience is composed by academics and scholars who are interested in an original and contemporary approach to these long debated issues chapters 2 and 4 are available open access under a creative commons attribution 4 0 international license via link springer com
should we stay or should we go millions of parents with children in public schools can’t believe they’re asking this question but they are and you
should be asking it too almost overnight america’s public schools have become morally toxic and they are especially poisonous for the hearts and
minds of children from religious families of every faith ordinary families who value traditional morality and plain old common sense parents first duty
is to their children to their intellect their character their souls the facts on the ground point to one conclusion get out now

one the most interesting debates in moral philosophy revolves around the significance of empirical moral psychology for moral philosophy
genealogical arguments that rely on empirical findings about the origins of moral beliefs so called debunking arguments take center stage in this
debate looking at debunking arguments based on evidence from evolutionary moral psychology experimental ethics and neuroscience this book
explores what ethicists can learn from the science of morality and what they cannot among other things the book offers a new take on the
deo-ontology utilitarianism debate discusses the usefulness of experiments in ethics investigates whether morality should be thought of as a problem
solving device shows how debunking arguments can tell us something about the structure of philosophical debate and argues that debunking
arguments lead to both moral and prudential skepticism presenting a new picture of the relationship between empirical moral psychology and
moral philosophy this book is essential reading for moral philosophers and moral psychologists alike

this book analyzes the specifics of corporate governance of china’s state owned enterprises soes and their assessment under eu merger control
which is reflected in the eu commission’s screening of the notified economic concentrations guided by the going global policy and the belt and road
initiative chinese soes have expanded their global presence considerably driven by the need to acquire cutting edge technologies and other
industrial policy considerations chinese soes have engaged in a series of corporate acquisitions in europe the main objective of this book is to demonstrate the conceptual and regulatory challenges of applying traditional merger assessment tools in cases involving chinese soes due to the specifics in their corporate governance and the regulatory framework under which they operate in china the book also explores the connection between the challenges experienced by the merger control regimes in the eu and the recent introduction of the eu foreign direct investment screening framework followed by a proposal concerning foreign subsidies the book will be a useful guide for academics and researchers in the fields of law international relations political science and political economy legal practitioners dealing with cross border mergers and acquisitions national competition authorities and other public bodies carrying out merger control policy makers government officials and diplomats in china and the eu engaged in bilateral economic relations

the rising reliance on testing in american education and for licensure and certification has been accompanied by an escalation in cheating on tests at all levels edited by two of the foremost experts on the subject the handbook of quantitative methods for detecting cheating on tests offers a comprehensive compendium of increasingly sophisticated data forensics used to investigate whether or not cheating has occurred written for practitioners testing professionals and scholars in testing measurement and assessment this volume builds on the claim that statistical evidence often requires less of an inferential leap to conclude that cheating has taken place than do other more common sources of evidence this handbook is organized into sections that roughly correspond to the kinds of threats to fair testing represented by different forms of cheating in section i the editors outline the fundamentals and significance of cheating and they introduce the common datasets to which chapter authors cheating detection methods were applied contributors describe in section ii methods for identifying cheating in terms of improbable similarity in test responses preknowledge and compromised test content and test tampering chapters in section iii concentrate on policy and practical implications of using quantitative detection methods synthesis across methodological chapters as well as an overall summary conclusions and next steps for the field are the key aspects of the final section

Powers, Time and Free Will
Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2017: Justification of the budget estimates

2016

this book focuses on the politics of street trees and the institutions actors and processes that govern their planning planting and maintenance this is an innovative approach which is particularly important in the context of mounting environmental and societal challenges and reveals a huge amount about the nature of modern life social change and political conflict the work first provides different historical perspectives on street trees and politics celebrating diversity in different cultures a second section discusses street tree values policy and management addressing more contemporary issues of their significance and contribution to our environment both physically and philosophically it explores cultural idiosyncrasies and those from the point of view of political economy particularly challenging the neo liberal perspectives that continue to dominate political narratives the final section provides case studies of community engagement civil action and governance international case studies bring together contrasting approaches in areas with diverging political directions or intentions the constraints of laws and the importance of people power by pursuing an interdisciplinary approach this book produces an information base for academics practitioners politicians and activists alike thus contributing to a fairer political debate that helps to promote more democratic environments that are sustainable equitable comfortable and healthier

Get Out Now
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new frontiers in astrobiology presents a simple and concise overview of the emerging field of astrobiology astrobiology studies the evolution origin and future of life on earth and beyond this book provides a brief overview of the current research and future status of this fascinating field the book covers a wide range of topics from the history of astrobiology the big bang prebiotic chemistry theories of the origin of life extreme environments on earth and the quest for intelligent life in space currently there is a critical gap in knowledge related to the future scope of astrobiology and its applications in science and society the hallmark of the book is that it takes critical perspectives to analyze the new frontiers in astrobiology post mars 2020 exomars missions that encompass the latestdevelopments in the detection of biosignatures and habitability beyond our solar system
Problems for Moral Debunkers

2022-02-21

This book seeks to demonstrate the significance of ancestor christology in African Christianity for christological developments in World Christianity. Ancestor christology has developed in the process of an African conversion story of appropriating the mystery of Christ Eph 3:4 in the category of ancestors logos. Christology in early Christian history developed as an intricate byproduct in the conversion process of turning Hellenistic ideas towards the direction of Christ. A. F. Walls, Hellenistic Christian writers, and modern African Christian writers thus share some things in common and when their efforts are examined within the conversion process framework, there are discernible modes of engagement. The mode of logos christology that one finds in Origen, for example, is an innovative application of the understanding of Jesus Christ as logos incarnate. A new key but not discontinuous with the Johannine suggestive mode or the clarificatory mode of Justin Martyr. African ancestor christology is at the threshold of an innovative mode, and the argument this book makes is that this strand of African christology should be pursued in the indigenous languages aided by respective translated bibles. A suggested way is a logos ancestor nanas?m discourse in Akan Christianity.

Chinese State Owned Enterprises and EU Merger Control

2020-12-13

Presents a comprehensive reference to astronomy and space exploration with articles on space technology, astronauts, stars, planets, key theories and laws, and more.
The Politics of Street Trees
2022-03-18

New Frontiers in Astrobiology
2022-06-18

Jesus Christ as Logos Incarnate and Resurrected Nana (Ancestor)
2020-10-16
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